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ABSTRACT This paper aims to explain the design of a novel time-varying sliding mode control of variable
parameter (VP-TVSMC), which can effectively solve the anti-swing and positioning problem of distributed-
mass double pendulum bridge crane system with its quick responsiveness and strong robustness to external
interference. More specifically, this model initiates with the establishment of the dynamic equation of double
pendulum crane model based on distributed-mass, then followed by the design of a time-varying parameter
to realize the dynamic adjustment of the sliding mode surface and enhance the adjustment ability of the
sliding mode surface, which is conducive to the global robustness of the double pendulum crane system
under VP-TVSMC. With Lyapunov method and LaSalle’s invariance principle, the asymptotic stability of
the system can be sufficiently proved. Finally, the adoption of three kinds of external interference signals and
uncertain system parameters successfully verified the preeminent control performance and global robustness
against external interference of the proposed controller. The simulation results indicate that compared with
the conventional CSMC and PDSMC, the proposed control method can reduce the driving force of the trolley,
ensure the rapid and precise positioning of the trolley, as well as restrain the load swing angle within 5◦ in an
effective manner. In addition, compared with the symbolic function sgn(S), the designed continuous function
th(S) possesses a better anti-chattering effect, thus strengthening of the control performance of VP-TVSMC.

INDEX TERMS Bridge crane, distributed-mass, time-varying sliding mode control, LaSalle’s invariance
principle, variable parameter, global robustness.

I. INTRODUCTION
With the advantages of strong transport capacity and high
operational flexibility, bridge crane has been extensively
applied in modern industrial production [1]–[3]. During
transportation, the trolley in the bridge crane system is subject
to various interference from the outside world, which may
cause the inevitable swinging of the load, unsatisfying work-
ing efficiency of the crane system, the possible rolling-off
of the load, and ultimately leading to possible serious safety
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accidents. Therefore, it is of great theoretical significance and
engineering practical value to deliberate the control method
of the underactuated system so as to achieve the accurate
positioning of the bridge crane and minimize the load swing
range [4]–[9].

At present, there are mainly two kinds of bridge crane
system control methods: open loop control and closed loop
control. The former method mainly consists of input shap-
ing [10], [11], optimal control [12], [13] and off-line trajec-
tory planning [14], [15]. In the literature [10] an improved
input shaper for the three-dimensional bridge crane system
can be located, which is capable of adapting to the change
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of cable length and load swing angle in the process of crane
transportation. Moreover, N. Sun [12] obtained the optimal
energy solution of the bridge crane system control through
the optimal control method, which greatly reduced the energy
consumption of the system, effectively suppressed the resid-
ual oscillation of the load swing angle and achieved a compar-
atively favorable control effect. In addition, the literature [14]
proposed a terminal sliding mode observer to minimize the
impact from the possible unknown disturbances of the two-
dimensional single pendulum bridge crane system. After that,
with a finite time trajectory tracking controller synthesized by
using the estimated information, it can be ensured that the sys-
tem could move along the predetermined trajectory in a finite
time. If the system model bears out to be accurate and ideal,
the open loop control can undoubtedly achieve better control
effect. However, the rareness of the ideal conditions has made
closed-loop control with high precision and insensitivity to
external disturbance and system parameter changes to be
more commonly applied in practical engineering. For this,
many domestic and foreign scholars have carried out a lot of
researches, such as PID control [16], adaptive control [17],
[18], sliding mode control [19]–[21], fuzzy control [22], [5],
passive control [23], [24] and online trajectory planning [25],
[26]. To be more specific, the literature [16], in order to
reduce the errors of vehicle positioning caused by uncertain
external disturbances and unmodeled dynamics, expounded
a quasi-PID controller without object parameters, which can
effectively guarantee the stability of the system.Among them,
Lu et al. [17] proposed the adaptive output feedback control
and applied it to the anti-swing control of the double bridge
crane system, which overcame the uncertainty of load quality
and thus eliminated the adverse effects of system parameter
interference. What’s more, the studies of the influence of
CSMC and HSMC on the performance of double-pendulum
bridge crane system have been demonstrated in the litera-
ture [19], with its results to show that both control algorithms
can converge asymptotically to the expected value, and in
general, CSMCdisplayed better control effect. Literature [20]
combined the advantages of slidingmode control and PD con-
trol, and designed an enhanced coupled PD controller based
on sliding mode control, whose framework is constructed by
using the sliding mode control part, and then the PD control
part is used in the stability control system. This method
shows robustness to uncertain models, external disturbances
and different system parameters. Regarding to the chattering
problem of the sliding mode control in the approaching stage,
the literature [22] utilized fuzzy control to effectively estimate
the uncertainty of the system, and designed a fuzzy sliding
mode controller to eliminate chattering phenomenon while
the literature [26] proposed an online trajectory planning
method in which the trajectory includes a pendulum angle
component and a trolley displacement component, whose
information was fed back to the designed trajectory in real
time through closed-loop control.

To sum up, the research works of scholars have promoted
the control technology progress of the bridge crane system

to different extent, but this field still requires much more
efforts to be optimized. For example, the literature [19], [21],
[22] ignored the external uncertain interference in the exper-
imental process, did not ensure the initial time of the system
on the expected sliding surface, and lacked the dynamic
adjustment of the system while the controller in the literature
[25]–[27] featured with complicated design and required high
control parameters. On the contrary, the structure of PDSMC
controller proposed in the crane is insanely simple and lacks
more positioning and swing angle information, which leads
to mediocre anti-swing performance [20].

In order to compensate for the shortcomings of the existing
researches, we propose a novel time-varying sliding mode
controller for the distributed mass double pendulum bridge
crane system, which features with simple design and remark-
able functions. Meanwhile, a continuous switching function
is incorporated for ensuring the continuity of the slidingmode
control in the switching process so as to keep the sliding
mode control staying on the sliding mode surface in the
initial state, which can effectively eliminate the chattering of
the sliding mode control. In addition, it is clarified that the
design of time-varying parameters in the slidingmode surface
is the key to the VP-TVSMC controller, and the design of
appropriate sliding mode surface is challenging to maintain
the good control performance of the bridge crane. After ana-
lyzing the simulation results, it can be confirmed that the new
time-varying sliding mode controller can enhance quick and
precise localization of the trolley and owns good anti-swing
performance and strong robustness to external interference.
The main contributions of this paper can be referred to below:

1) Basing on distributed-mass load, the effective double
pendulum dynamics model was established. Differ-
ent from the traditional single pendulum or double
pendulum model, the second-order vibration mode of
distributed mass load is fully considered in the model-
ing process, and autobiographical perturbation is intro-
duced, which provides a more accurate dynamic model
for the design of the controller.

2) The continuous switching function th(S) designed in
this paper, compared with the discontinuous sign func-
tion sgn(S), can facilitate a good anti-chattering effect
in the double pendulum crane system and enhance the
control performance of VP-TVSMC.

3) Compared with the closed-loop control CSMC
and PDSMC of the double pendulum crane, the
VP-TVSMC designed in this paper has strong robust-
ness, high system stability and sound load swinging
suppression performance, which are all conducive to
the improvement of the overall control performance.

The other sections of this paper are arranged as fol-
lows: Section 1 describes the double pendulum model
of the bridge crane system based on distributed mass;
Section 2 elaborates the new time-varying sliding mode con-
troller proposed in this paper. After analyzing the stability
of the controller in section 3; section 4 verifies the con-
trol performance and anti-interference ability of the new
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FIGURE 1. Physical model of distributed mass load movement.

FIGURE 2. Double pendulum physical model of bridge crane system.

time-varying sliding mode controller by experiments on
Simulink; Finally, Section 5 provides the summary and
prospect of the main work of this paper.

II. DOUBLE PENDULUM DYNAMICS OF
BRIDGE CRANE SYSTEM
When steel is transported by bridge crane, as shown in Fig. 1,
the connection between the hook and the steel rope remains
fixed, and the two steel ropes between the hook and the steel
share the same length as lw so as to prevent the tipping acci-
dent of the steel caused by the sliding of the steel rope. The
load length is lp. Since the mass of steel is evenly distributed,
the center of mass can be utilized to represent the total mass of
steel; that is, the center of steel. Then according to the midline
theorem, the equivalent rope length l2 of the hook and the
center of mass of the steel can be easily obtained. Therefore,
the double pendulum physical model for the bridge crane
system can be established showed in Fig. 2.

On the double pendulum model for the bridge crane sys-
tem, we build a rectangular coordinate system, in which the
positive direction of the X axis follows the power direc-
tion, the positive direction of the Y axis points to the
vertical ground downward; thus the coordinates of the trolley,
the hook and the load can be regarded as(x, y0), (x1, y1), (x2,
y2) while themass of the trolley, hook and load can be denoted
asmt,mh andmp respectively. The trolley and the lifting hook
are connected by steel wire rope whose length is l1, while
the equivalent rope length of the lifting hook and the load
is l2. In the trolley movement process, the friction force of
the rail is marked as fx and the driving force of the motor
as u. The generalized coordinates of the system are arranged

as follows: horizontal displacement x of the trolley, the first
pendulum angle θ , and the second pendulum angle ϕ, so the
double pendulum model of the bridge crane system under the
generalized coordinates can be established as demonstrated
in Fig. 2.

In this paper, the load is considered as a distributed mass
with translational and oscillating moment of inertia effects
on two axes. Furthermore, it is assumed that the distributed
load is suspended on a hook with significant mass, and the
load can swing freely. What’s more, the hook is modeled as a
lumped mass so that its two-dimensional translational inertial
effects can be taken into account. The total kinetic energy of
the bridge crane system mainly includes the kinetic energy
of the trolley, the hook as well as the load, and the specific
expression for this can be worked out as follows:

Ek =
1
2
mt ẋ2 +

1
2
mh
(
ẋ − l1 cos θ θ̇

)2
+

1
2
mh
(
l1 sin θ θ̇

)2
+
1
2
mp
(
ẋ − l1 cos θ θ̇ − l2 cosϕϕ̇

)2
+
1
2
mp
(
l1 sin θ θ̇ + l2 sinϕϕ̇

)2
+ Ew (1)

where, Ew = 1
2J ϕ̇

2 is autobiographical perturbation kinetic
energy.

The moment of inertia is J = 1
12mpl

2
p .

The potential energy of the bridge crane system is:

Ep = mhgl1 (1− cos θ)+ mpg
(
l1 − l1 cos θ+
l2 − l2 cosϕ

)
(2)

According to the Lagrange equation, in three generalized
coordinates of the horizontal displacement x, the first swing
angle θ , and the second swing angle ϕ of the trolley, the sys-
tem dynamics equation can be obtained as:(
mt + mh + mp

)
ẍ −

(
mh + mp

)
l1 cos θ θ̈

−mpl2 cosϕϕ̈ +
(
mh + mp

)
l1 sin θ θ̇2

+mpl2 sinϕϕ̇2 = u− fx (3)

−
(
mh + mp

)
l1 cos θ ẍ +

(
mh + mp

)
l21 θ̈

+mpl1l2 cos(θ − ϕ)ϕ̈ + mpl1l2 sin(θ − ϕ)ϕ̇2

+
(
mh + mp

)
gl1 sin θ = 0 (4)

−mpl2 cosϕẍ + mpl1l2 cos(θ − ϕ)θ̈ + mp

(
l22 +

1
12
l2p

)
ϕ̈

−mpl1l2 sin(θ − ϕ)θ̇2 + mpgl2 sinϕ = 0 (5)

For the bridge crane system, the friction force of the trolley
is nonlinear and related to the trolley speed. The speed and
friction data of the trolley were obtained through the exper-
iment, and then the functions close to the experimental data
were selected for data fitting [27]. So we choose to adopt the
following friction model of the system:

fx = fr tanh (ẋ/εx)− krx |ẋ| ẋ (6)

where, fr , εx , krx ∈ R are the corresponding friction factor.
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Equations (3), (4) and (5) are rewritten into matrix form as
follows:

M(q)q̈+ C(q, q̇)q̇+ G(q) = U + d f (7)

where, M (q) ∈ R3×3,C (q, q̇) ∈ R3×3,G (q) ∈ R3×1 are
respectively expressed as inertia matrix, Centripetal-Coriolis
force matrix and gravity matrix, and the driving force and
resistance of the system are respectively indicated by U ∈
R3, d f ∈ R3. Equation (8) can be referred to the state of the
bridge crane system:

q = [x θ ϕ]T (8)

The inertia matrix M (q) ∈ R3×3 belongs to symmetric
matrix:

M(q) =

 m11 m12 m13
m21 m22 m23
m31 m32 m33

 (9)

Centripetal-Coriolis force matrix C (q, q̇) ∈ R3×3 is:

C(q, q̇) =

 0 c12 c13
0 0 c23
0 c32 0

 (10)

The gravity matrix G refers to:

G = [0 g2 g3]T (11)

The driving force U ∈ R3 works as:

U = [u 0 0]T (12)

The interference resistance d f ∈ R3 is:

d f = [−fx 0 0]T (13)

where, the specific expression of each item of
equations (9)-(11) can be written as:

m11 = mt + mh + mp,m12 = −
(
mh + mp

)
l1 cos θ

m13 = −mpl2 cosϕ,m21 = −
(
mh + mp

)
l1 cos θ

m22 =
(
mh + mp

)
l21 ,m23 = mpl1l2 cos (θ − ϕ)

m31 = −mpl2cosϕ,m32 = mpl1l2 cos (θ − ϕ)

m33 = mp(l22 +
1
12
l2p ), c12 =

(
mh + mp

)
l1 sin θ θ̇

c13 = mpl2 sinϕϕ̇, c23 = mpl1l2 sin (θ − ϕ) ϕ̇,

g3 = mpgl2 sinϕ, c32 = −mpl1l2 sin (θ − ϕ) θ̇,

g2 =
(
mh + mp

)
gl1 sin θ

Remark 1: The unknown disturbance matrix d f as a differ-
entiable function with position derivative x, mainly describes
the external resistance of the system, which shows a nonlinear
relationship with the trolley displacement x and the trolley
velocity ẋ. In the process of trolley movement, without con-
sidering the elasticity of the cable, which means that rope
length stays the same during calculation, we can have l̇i ≡
0, i = 1, 2. In this paper, it has been mentioned that the
trolleymassmt , the loadmassmp, the hookmassmh, the cable
length l1 and l2 are all nominal values. Consequently, so as

to facilitate the design of the sliding mode controller and
the stability proof of the bridge crane system, the following
assumptions are made:
Assumption 1: The swing range of load swing angle and

hook swing angle are [27]:

−
π

2
< θ <

π

2
,−
π

2
< ϕ <

π

2

According to the dynamic equation (7), the distributed
mass based double pendulum bridge crane system only char-
acterizes with one control input but three degrees of free-
dom, which obviously proves itself as a typical underactuated
system. Normally, three degrees of freedom controlled by
driving force u, such as carriage displacement x, load swing
angle ϕ and hook swing angle θ , can greatly raises the control
difficulty of the system. And either single pendulum crane
system or double pendulum crane system shares the same
control goals including rapid and pinpoint car positioning and
double pendulum suppression. In order to realize these goals,
we will design a new controller based on the advantages of
time-varying sliding mode control, such as quick response
and strong robustness.

III. DESIGN OF VP-TVSMC FOR BRIDGE CRANE SYSTEM
A. CONTROLLER DESIGN SCHEME
For keeping the bridge crane system on the sliding mode
surface, a time-varying sliding mode controller with variable
parameters (VP-TVSMC) is designed in this paper, whose
design process can be located below. This design mainly
serves to reduce the chattering of the crane and enhance the
robustness of the crane system.

Seen from Fig. 3, the whole control framework is com-
posed of four parts: deviation signal design, sliding mode
surface construction, time-varying sliding mode controller
with variable parameters, and double pendulum crane system
with distributed mass. First of all, the deviation signal is
designed according to the desired position required. After
that, a new time-varying sliding mode surface is constructed
by utilizing the deviation signals, for which a time-varying
parameterC(t) and a time-varying function f (t) are designed.
Afterwards, the driving force of the system can be reached
by combining the exponential sliding mode control with the
new time-varying sliding mode surface. Lastly, the designed
controller is employed to control the distributed mass double
pendulum bridge crane system under external wind distur-
bance and system parameter interference. This process will
be expounded in the following paragraphs.

B. CONTROLLER DESIGN
The state quantity of the system denotes as q = [x θ ϕ]T in
equation (8). Then, according to the control objective of the
system, it can be known that the expected value of the crane
system is:

qd = [xd 0 0]T (14)
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FIGURE 3. VP-TVSMC design flow char.

Next, according to equations (8) and (15), the deviation
signal of the designed system is:

eε = xd − x (15)

A new time-varying sliding mode surface is arranged for
state quantity x, θ , ϕ of distributed mass double pendulum
bridge crane system:

S = ėε + C(t)eε + αθ + βϕ − f (t) (16)

where, C(t) and f (t) are continuous functions of time and
first-order differentiable and bounded while α and β denote
control gains. What’s more, functions C(t) and f (t) satisfy
the following conditions:

C (0) = C0, C∞ = Cn, f (0) = xdC (0) , f (∞) = 0 (17)

where, C0, Cn and xd are target constants.
Then we set the continuous, first-order differentiable func-

tions C(t) and f (t) as:

C (t) =
Cme−kct

1+ e−kct
, f (t) = αme−kα t (18)

where, kc, kα , Cm, αm are undetermined constants and kc ≥
0, kα ≥ 0, indicating the change rate of continuous functions
C(t) and f (t). Thus, we can get:

S = ėε +
Cme−kct

1+ e−kct
eε + αθ + βθ − αme−kα t (19)

At the initial moment, q0 = [0 0 0]T and S (0) = 0, and
equation (20) can be obtained based on equation (19):

Cmxd = 2αm (20)

Take Cm = 1
2 to get αm =

xd
4 . Therefore, the expressions

of functions C(t) and f (t) are:

C (t) =
e−kct

2
(
1+ e−kct

) , f (t) =
xd
4
e−kα t (21)

Substituting equation (21) into equation (19), we can
obtain:

S = ėε +
e−kct

2
(
1+ e−kct

)eε + αθ + βϕ + xd
4
e−kα t (22)

Then the first derivative of equation (22) with respect to
time can be obtained as follows:

Ṡ = −ẍ −
kcekit

2
(
1+ ekε t

)2 (xd − x)− e−kct

2
(
1+ e−kct

) ẋ + αθ̇
+βϕ̇ +

xdkα
4

e−kat (23)

Afterwards, the sliding mode surface will be approached
exponentially for the purpose of suppressing the chattering
problem of the crane system and quickly reaching the target
value, whose detailed expression can be written as:

Ṡ = −KS − ε th(S) (24)

Amongwhich,K and ε are positive SMCgains, while th(S)
is a smooth function, with its main form expressed as follows:

th (S) =


1−

2
e2 + 1

, S ≥ 1

es − e−s

es + e−s
, |S| < 1

−1+
2

e2 + 1
, S ≤ −1

(25)

Since equation (23) equals to equation (24), the formula of
trolley acceleration ẍ can be evinced as:

ẍ = −
kcekct

2
(
1+ ekct

)2 (xd − x)− e−kct

2
(
1+ e−kct

) ẋ + αθ̇
+βϕ̇ +

xdkα
4

e−kα t + KS + ε th(S) (26)

Then, after the substitution of equation (26) into
equation (3), the expression of control force u can be
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FIGURE 4. Block diagram for proving Theorem.

worked out as:

u =
(
mt + mh + mp

)
×

[
−

kcekct

2(1+ekct)
2 (xd − x)−

e−kct

2(1+e−ket)
ẋ

+αθ̇ + βϕ̇ +
xdkα
4 e−kat + KS + ε th(S)

]
−
(
mh + mp

)
l1 cos θ θ̈ − mpl2 cosϕϕ̈

+
(
mh + mp

)
l1 sin θ θ̇2 + m2l2 sinϕϕ̇2 + fx (27)

After a series of sliding mode surface design and related
algebraic operations, we can receive the driving force u of the
double pendulum crane system. The controller contains that
high-order feedback information of two state variables: θ and
ϕ, which is beneficial to the control of the system with the
growth of the control information in the system. In addition,
the proposed controller can realize rapid and precise posi-
tioning as well as favorable swing angle suppression under
the adjustment of dynamic parameters of time-varying sliding
mode surface. Next, the analysis of the proposed VP-TVSMC
stability will be conducted.

C. STABILITY ANALYSIS
Theorem 1: For the double pendulum bridge crane system
(3), (4) and (5) based on distributed mass, the controller (27)
designed in this paper can sustain asymptotic stability at the
expected equilibrium point, whose mathematical expression
can be written as:

lim
t→∞

[
x, ẋ, θ, θ̇ , ϕ, ϕ̇

]T
= [xd , 0, 0, 0, 0, 0]T (28)

Proof: The block diagram for the proof is given in Fig. 4.
To begin with, we design Lyapunov candidate function as:

V =
1
2
S2 + Kδ

π
2
− arctan

 t∫
0

(
θ̇2 + ϕ̇2 + e2ε

)
dτ

 (29)

where, Kδ pertains to be a positive definite parameter and yet
to be determined. It is worth pointing out that V (t) is actually
non-negative, and therefore becomes a reasonable candidate
for the Lyapunov function, which will be elaborated later.
Then, the first derivative of equation (29) can be written as:

V̇ = SṠ − Kδ
θ̇2 + ϕ̇2 + e2ε

1+

[
t∫
0

(
θ̇2 + ϕ̇2 + e2ε

)
dτ

]2 (30)

Substitute equation (24) into equation (30) to receive:

V̇ = S (−KS − εth (s))− Kδ
θ̇2 + ϕ̇2 + e2ε

1+

[
t∫
0

(
θ̇2 + ϕ̇2 + e2ε

)
dτ

]2
= −KS2 − εSth (s)− Kδ

θ̇2 + ϕ̇2 + e2ε

1+

[
t∫
0

(
θ̇2 + ϕ̇2 + e2ε

)
dτ

]2
(31)

It can be clearly derived from equation (31) that:

−KS2 ≤ 0 , − Kδ
θ̇2 + ϕ̇2 + e2ε

1+

[
t∫
0

(
θ̇2 + ϕ̇2 + e2ε

)
dτ

]2 ≤ 0 (32)

Subsequently, the symbol of Sth (S) will be judged.
According to equation (25), we can acquire:

Sth (S) =


S(1−

2
e2 + 1

), S ≥ 1

S
eS − e−S

eS + e−S
, |S| < 1

−S(1−
2

e2 + 1
), S ≤ −1

⇒ Sth (S) ≥ 0

(33)

Then after combining equation (32) and equation (33)
to get V̇ ≤ 0, it can be observed that Lyapunov func-
tion gradually decreases with the passage of time. And

since 1
2S

2,Kδ

[
π
2 − arctan

(
t∫
0

(
θ̇2 + ϕ̇2 + e2ε

)
dτ

)]
is pos-

itive, the Lyapunov candidate function V (t) is also positive
definite and meanwhile 0 ≤ V (t) ≤ V (0), from which we
know that V (t) is bounded. Then, from equation (22) and
(29), we can obtain:

x, ẋ, θ, θ̇ , ϕ, ϕ̇, eε, ėε, S, Ṡ ∈ L∞ (34)

To further prove Theorem 1, it would be required to first
define the invariant set:

� =
{
S, q|V̇ (t) = 0

}
(35)

It can be inferred from equation (31) and (34) that:

S, θ̇ , ϕ̇, eε = 0⇒ Ṡ, θ̈ , ϕ̈, ėε = 0 (36)
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When t →∞, we get that:

S = ẋ + αθ + βϕ, Ṡ = ẍ + αθ̇ + βϕ̇

Then combined with equation (36), it can be further
deduced as:

S = ẋ + αθ + βϕ = 0, Ṡ = ẍ + αθ̇ + βϕ̇ = 0

⇒ ẋ = −αθ − βϕ, ẍ = 0 (37)

Then, equation (36) and (37) are substituted into equation
(3), (4) and (5) of the double pendulum bridge crane system,
and the equations below can be figured out:
u− fx = 0(
mh + mp

)
gl1 sin θ = 0

mpgl2 sinϕ = 0

,⇒ u− fx = 0, θ = 0, ϕ = 0

(38)

After positioning θ = 0, ϕ = 0 into equation (37),
the result of ẋ = 0 came out. Consequently friction can
be written as fx = fr tanh (ẋ/εx) − krx |ẋ| ẋ = 0, and the
driving force as u = 0. Moreover, in equation (36) eε = 0.
In other words, the car position x will eventually converge
to the expected value xd. By summarizing the results of (36),
(37) and (38), it is concluded that the maximum invariant set
M only contains the expected equilibrium point. Therefore,
on the basis of the LaSalle’s invariance principle, the closed-
loop system turns out to be asymptotically stable near the
desired equilibrium point, fully proving theorem 1.

For the next step, the designed controller will need to
carry out 5 groups of simulation experiments on the double
pendulum bridge crane system.

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
To inspect the effectiveness, stability and robustness of
VP-TVSMC to the control of the double pendulum bridge
crane system, relevant simulation experiments have been con-
ducted under the Simulink simulation environment. During
the experiments, the system parameters of the bridge crane
are: the mass of the trolley mt = 50 kg, the mass of the hook
mh = 2 kg, the load mass mp = 10 kg, the gravitational
acceleration g = 9.8 m/s2, the connecting rope length of the
trolley and the hook l1 = 3 m, the connecting rope length
of the hook and the load l2 = 0.3 m, the load lp = 0.5 m,
the initial position of the trolley as 0 m, and the expected
position as 4 m. The friction parameters between the trolley
and the rail are [27]: fr = 4.4, εx = 0.01, krx = −0.5.
In order to better reflect the advantages of the VP-TVSMC

method proposed in this paper, we primarily compared it
with the CSMC method [19] and PDSMC method [20], and
then tested the anti-chattering performance of the proposed
continuous function th(S) against VP-TVSMC. At length,
the robustness of the proposed method against external dis-
turbances and the robustness of the system’s uncertain param-
eters are tested.
Experiment 1: In this group of experiments, the control

effects of the proposed method and the existing method

FIGURE 5. State quantity curve of double pendulum bridge crane system.

TABLE 1. VP-TVSMC parameter table.

CSMC and PDSMC are compared through simulation
experiments.

1) CSMC method

u = −(mt + mh + mp)(γ1ẋ + α1θ̇ + β1ϕ̇)

− (mh + mp)l1 cos θ θ̈ − mpl2 cosϕϕ̈

+ (mh + mp)l1 sin θ θ̇2 + m2l2 sinϕϕ̇2 + fx − Ksat(s)

(39)

where, γ1 = 0.5, α1 = 17, β1 = −1,K = 70, and the
saturation function sat(s) is adopted for the control rate.
2) PDSMC method

u = −kpe− kd ė− H tanh(ė+ λe) (40)

where e = x − xd + l1θ + l2ϕ and ė = ẋ + l1θ̇ + l2ϕ̇.
kp = 4.5, kd = 1.5 are PD control gains, H = 49 is the SMC
control gain, and λ = 0.3 is the slide surface slope constant.
In the simulation experiments, VP-TVSMC parameters are
controlled as shown in Table 1:

With the results demonstrated in Fig. 5, it can be observed
that two sliding mode control methods can quickly realize
load anti-swinging and positioning, which means when the
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carriage displacement is 4 m, both the first and second swing
angles can be suppressed effectively. From Fig.5, we can con-
clude: ¬ Fig.5(a) shows that under the action of VP-TVSMC
control method, CSMC control method and PDSMC control
method, the trolley almost arrives at the expected position at
the same time in 7s, so the three methods have no obvious dif-
ference in the position control effect of the trolley;  On the
aspect of anti-swing performance, VP-TVSMC has a better
effect on suppressing swing angle, which can be supported by
Fig.5(b) and Fig.5(c) to show that VP-TVSMC outperforms
in pendulum angle control because the amplitude of the first
and second pendulum angles remains less than 5◦. However,
under the control of CSMC, both the first and second swing
angles are close to 6◦, whose difference of control swing
angles reaches about 1◦. Compared with the above two meth-
ods, the PDSMCcontrolmethod has no significant anti-swing
effect on the double pendulum crane system with distributed
mass, and the maximum angle of the first pendulum angle
and the second pendulum angle is about 5.5◦. In addition,
there is significant residual chattering at the first and second
pendulum angles; ® Fig.5(d) tells that the sliding surface of
VP-TVSMC stays on the sliding surface from the beginning,
while the sliding surface of CSMC begins to slide from
−2 and the sliding surface of PDSMC begins to slide from
−1.2; ¯ Fig.5(e) shows that VP-TVSMC defeats CSMC and
PDSMC in terms of motor safety guarantee, which greatly
lessens the requirement for motor output force.
Experiment 2: Under the same experimental environment,

the control effect of continuous function th(S) and symbolic
function sgn(S) in equation (28) on VP-TVSMC method
is tested, in which the control gain stays the same as that
in Table 1 and the experimental results are depicted in Fig.6.

According to the simulation results in Figs.6(a), (b) and (c),
continuous function th(S) has a better performance in terms
of pallet position and load swing angle, which speeds up the
convergence time of pallet position and lessens the amplitude
of load swing angle to a certain degree. We can draw from
Fig.6(d) that the discontinuity of the sign function sgn(S)
gives the sliding mode surface switch a high frequency, while
the continuous function th(S) does the total opposite. After
further analysis of Fig.6(e), it can be noticed that under the
action of the sign function sgn(S), the driving force switches
at a high frequency, and the maximum input force reaches
45N. In addition, at about 10s, the driving force oscillates at
an equal amplitude of ±19N . Thus, the continuous function
th(S) can not only effectively eliminate the high-frequency
switching, but also reduce the output peak value of the driving
force, which can effectively reduce further the peak value to
about 38N, that is, to achieve amore favourable control effect,
as well as to prevent the motor from burning out resulted from
frequent positive and negative turnings.
Experiment 3: During transportation, it is easy for a bridge

crane to be disturbed by external wind force or strikes,
etc., leading to unexpected load shaking. Objectives of this
experiment: (1) To verify the robustness of VP-TVSMC.

FIGURE 6. State quantity curve of double pendulum bridge crane system
with two switching functions.

(2) To compare and analyze VP-TVSMC, CSMCmethod and
PDSMC method.

In this paper, three kinds of external interference are
designed and simulated. In the simulation process, the fol-
lowing interferences are artificially added to affect the load
swing angle:

1) A sine wave interference with a relative amplitude
of 25% and a frequency of 0.5Hz is added between
12 and 14 seconds.

2) A pulse jamming with a relative amplitude of 25% and
a pulse width of 0.5 seconds is added between 19 and
19.5 seconds.

3) A random disturbance of 25% relative amplitude is
added between 24 and 26 seconds.

Among these interferences, the relative amplitude is
defined as the percentage ratio between the amplitude of
pendulum angle interference and the maximum amplitude of
load swing in the whole process. The simulation experiment
results are shown in Fig.7, in which Fig.7(a) pertains to be the
disturbance sequence diagram.

From Figs. 7(b)-(f) we can see that under the control of
VP-TVSMC and CSMC, the trolley can still reach the desired
position accurately within a very short period of time, and
both the first and second swing angles can be limited within
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FIGURE 7. The state quantity curve of double pendulum bridge crane
system under three kinds of disturbances.

a reasonable range. The difference is that under the control
of PDSMC, the positioning of the trolley has been offset, and
the swing angle has also been buffeted violently. It is worth
noting that all three external disturbances are barely sensitive
to the trolley displacement of VP-TVSMC and CSMC. Under
the action of the two controllers, the first swing angle and
the second swing angle can quickly converge to 0◦, and it
has a great influence on the trolley positioning and load anti-
swing of PDSMC. It can be clearly acknowledged that the
influence of sinusoidal interference on the swing angle is the
largest, followed by impulse interference and the influence
of random interference subsequently. Afterwards, it can be
found that the interference result for the sliding surface shares
low similarities with that for swing angle. When the driving
force of the trolley is disturbed, the controller can also react
quickly to restrain the change of system state and control
the driving force to zero quickly. Conversely, the influence
of sine wave interference on the driving force is the least,
followed by pulse interference, and the influence of random
interference.

Taking all the interference inhibition effect of Figs.7(b)-(f)
into consideration, it can be concluded that the proposed
VP-TVSMC in this paper features with high positioning
accuracy and more significant inhibition effect than CSMC
method and PDSMCmethod, which are appreciated in practi-
cal application. Since inevitable external interference will not

FIGURE 8. State quantity curve in variable mass double pendulum bridge
crane system.

vanish completely and possibly becomes even more rampant
compared to the factors existing in the experiments, the con-
trol method proposed in this paper enjoys a more than high
value.
Experiment 4: The payload mass is changed to verify the

robustness of the proposed control approach against para-
metric uncertainties. When t = 10 s, the load mass mp is
suddenly changed from 10kg to 60kg, while the hook mass
m1 remains still 2kg and the control gain stays the same as
that in Table 1 with VP-TVSMC adopted as the controller.
Experiment 5:When t = 10 s, the connecting rope length

l2 between the hook and the load is suddenly changed from
0.3m to 1.8m, while the connecting rope length l1 between the
trolley and the hook still remains as 1 m and the control gain
stays the same as that in Table 1 with VP-TVSMC adopted as
the controller.

Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 show the simulation results of the
VP-TVSMC method regarding to uncertainty and mutation
of load mass and the length of the hook and load connection
rope, from which it can be acknowledged that the designed
controller can achieve better control performance even under
uncertain system parameters. In conclusion, the VP-TVSMC
method proposed in this paper displays better performance
and strong robustness against external disturbances and indef-
inite system parameters (such as load mass change and the
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FIGURE 9. The state quantity curve of double pendulum bridge crane
system with variable rope length.

connecting rope length change between the hook and the
load).

V. CONCLUSION
In order to realize the anti-swing suppression and precise
positioning of the distributed mass double pendulum bridge
crane system, the VP-TVSMC designed in this paper can
effectively eliminate the sliding mode control to reach the
motion stage, realize the dynamic adjustment of sliding
mode parameters, and ensure the system robustness in whole
response process. However, trolley likewise features with a
lot of uncertainties in the process of transportation. Hence,
this paper set up three kinds of interference factors such
as sine wave interference, pulse interference and random
disturbance, and uncertain system parameters to not only
test the control performance of VP-TVSMC and the stabil-
ity of the system but also verify stabilization performance
of vibration of the proposed continuous function of th(S)
towards VP-TVSMC. Afterwards relevant simulation exper-
iments have been conducted with their results to prove that
VP-TVSMC provides a rapid response to positioning, shows
good swing suppression performance and strong robustness
to external interference and the continuous function th(S)
enjoys a favourable effect on anti-chattering. In the follow-up
work, we will devote more efforts to improving the adaptabil-
ity of this method to other underactuated control system, such
as casting crane system and inverted pendulum system.
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